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Abstract: High-variety production like mass customization is facing the challenge of effective variety management, which needs to deal
with numerous variants of both product and process in order to accommodate diverse customer requirements. To utilize commonality
underlying product diversity and process variation, it has been widely accepted as a practice to develop product families, in which a set
of similar variants share common product and process structures and variety differentiates within these common structures. Based on
such variety implication, this paper proposes a data structure, called generic Bill-of-Materials-and-Operations (BOMO), by unifying Bills-
of-Materials (BOM) and routing data into a single set in order to synchronize multiple perspectives on variety such as customer ordering,
product engineering, and operations planning. A generic structure is accordingly developed for characterizing variety effectively. The
merits of the generic BOMO for integrated product and production data management are detailed in terms of order processing, engi-
neering change control, production job planning, cost accounting, as well as integrated material and capacity planning. An implementa-
tion of the proposed generic BOMO methodology in customized souvenir clock manufacturing is also reported.

Key Words: Bill-of-Materials, variety management, mass customization, assembly-to-order, product data management, production infor-
mation management, concurrent engineering, product family.
1. Introduction

As an emerging paradigm of manufacturing, mass custom-
ization (Pine, 1993) has received enormous attention and
popularity in industry and academia alike. With an increas-
ingly global economy, industries are moving towards cus-
tomer-oriented production (Wortmann et al., 1997). Mass
customization production aims at satisfying individual cus-
tomer needs while keeping near mass production efficiency
(Tseng and Jiao, 1996). With mass customization produc-
tion, individual customers are allowed to specify product
characteristics, i.e., product differentiation, which results in
a wide variety of manufactured products. Child et al. (1991)
pointed out that variety initially improves sales as the offer-
ing becomes more attractive, but that as variety increases the
law of diminishing returns means the benefits do not keep
pace. The consequence of variety may manifest itself
through several ramifications, including increasing costs due
to the exponential growth of complexity, inhibiting benefits
from economy of scale, and exacerbating difficulties in coor-
dinating product life cycles. Facing such a variety dilemma,
many companies try to satisfy demands from their customers
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through engineering-to-order, produce-to-order or assem-
bly-to-order production systems (Erens and Hegge, 1994).

At the back end of product realization, especially at the
component level and on the fabrication aspect, today both
flexibility and agility are provided by advanced manufactur-
ing machinery such as CNC-machines. These facilities ac-
commodate technical variety (Jiao, 1998) originating from
diverse needs of customers. However, at the front end, from
customer needs to product engineering and to production
planning, managing variety is still very ad hoc. For example,
production control information systems, such as MRPII
(Manufacturing Resource Planning) or ERP (Enterprise Re-
source Planning), are falling behind even though they are im-
portant ingredients of production management (Erens et al.,
1994). The difficulties arise from the need to specify all pos-
sible variants of a product, and from that current production
management systems are often designed to support produc-
tion of only a limited number of product variants (Van Veen,
1992).

The challenges of data management associated with high-
variety production can be observed as follows.

(1) Data explosion: The traditional approach to variant
handling is to treat every variant as a separate product by
specifying a unique Bill-of-Materials (BOM) for each vari-
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ant. This works with a low number of variants but not when
customers are granted a high degree of freedom for specify-
ing products. The problem is that a large number of BOM
structures will occur in mass customization production, in
which a wide range of combinations of product features may
result in millions of variants for a single product. Design and
maintenance of such a large number of complex data struc-
tures are difficult, if not impossible. To deal with a large num-
ber of variants, it is necessary to understand the implication
of variety and to characterize variety effectively.

(2) Data redundancy: The development of product fami-
lies has been recognized as an effective means of supporting
variety (McKay et al., 1996). A number of models containing
partial and complete descriptions of the structure of a prod-
uct are created and utilized throughout the product develop-
ment and innovation process. Research in the area of product
structure is mainly presented in terms of product modeling,
which typically deals with detailed data related to an individ-
ual product (Krause et al., 1993; Jiao and Tseng, 1999a). In
industry, product structures and associated coding systems
are usually specific to particular product families, which re-
sults in large amounts of redundant product data. In order to
minimize data redundancy, the representation of product
families is different from traditional product modeling in that
product data have to be related to both families of products
and specific product variants in a single context. In other
words, instead of a collection of individual product variants,
the organization of product data needs to explicate the rela-
tionships between variants, which should reflect the com-
mon structure of each product family as well as the derivation
of variants from a certain family structure.

(3) Data comprehensiveness: Increasing variety has far-
reaching influence on many organizational functions such as
sales and marketing, product engineering, and manufactur-
ing. The commercial department is primarily engaged in pro-
cessing customer-specific orders, which involves final-prod-
uct configuration and quotations of cost and delivery time.
Due to variety, engineering change control becomes a seri-
ous problem for the design department. Tasks of production
management such as costing, production planning, and shop
floor control also become more difficult due to increasing
process variations and operations changeovers. One study
has suggested that, in most engineering companies, poor
change control could cost up to 10% of turnover (Harvey-
Robson, 1990). Since a company-wide product data model
across various product families rarely exists in practice (Bei
and MacCallum, 1995), it is necessary to synchronize di-
verse types of product data from multiple business perspec-
tives. For example, for sales and marketing, it must be possi-
ble to represent product specifications in terms of functional
parameters and constraints, and in the meantime be able to
describe end products, subassemblies, and components,
along with their relationships, for the engineering purpose.

(4) Data separation: Traditionally, PDM (Product Data
Management) technologies enhance the manageability of
large amounts of product data such as engineering docu-
ments and drawings, part lists and BOMs. While PDM is en-
gineering-oriented and focuses on the product structure in
the form of a BOM, production information management is
operation-oriented and emphasizes the process structure in
the form of routings (Tatsiopoulos, 1996). These two groups
of data, together with work centers as capacity units, form the
basic elements of the manufacturing process (Bertand et al.,
1990). It has been pointed out that MRPII has achieved only
limited success in its industrial implementation and the
shortfall is due to fundamental weakness of its planning logic
(Mather, 1986; Berger, 1987), that is, the lack of integration
between MRP (Material Requirements Planning) and capac-
ity requirements planning. The separate implementation of
planning and control functions of MRPII seems in ac-
cordance with the separation of BOM components and rout-
ing operations (Yeh, 1997). For better coordination in an ex-
tended enterprise, e.g., ERP, an integrated product and
production data management is necessary (Prasad, 1996), in
which the major concern is the unification of traditional
BOMs and operations routings (Tatsiopoulos, 1996).

Towards this end, this paper discusses integrated product
and production data management for mass customization
production characterized by a high variety. A data structure,
called Bill-of-Materials-and-Operations (BOMO), is pro-
posed for the purpose of unifying BOMs and routings in or-
der to facilitate better production planning and control, order
processing, and engineering change control. To deal with va-
riety effectively, the concept of a generic BOMO is put for-
ward. A generic variety structure is also developed to charac-
terize variety effectively. The merits of the generic BOMO
for integrated product and production data management are
detailed in terms of order processing, engineering change
control, MRP, production job planning, costing, and capacity
planning.

In the next section, the background leading to this research
is summarized. Section 3 introduces the concept of BOMO
as well as the rationale of a generic BOMO with respect to
variety management. The application of the generic BOMO
to integrated product and production management for mass
customization production is presented in Section 4. Discus-
sion and future work are outlined in Section 5, and the paper
is concluded in Section 6.

2. Background Review

In its simplest form, the BOM defines “items or raw mate-
rials that go into the product” (Garwood, 1988). Cox et al.
(1992) emphasized the linkages between components and
parents by defining the BOM as a “list of all the subassem-
blies, intermediate parts, and raw materials that go into a par-
ent assembly showing the quantity of each required to make
an assembly.” Essentially being a structured part list, the
BOM is usually employed in production management to ex-
plode the Master Production Schedule (MPS) into both gross
and net component requirements. In summary, a BOM
should involve three aspects as described below.
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(1) Items: The way in which a product is built from pur-
chased parts and/or semi-finished products (which, in turn,
consist of other semi-finished products and/or purchased
parts) is called the product structure of that product. As the
component of a product structure, an item might be a pur-
chased part (raw material), an intermediate part or a subas-
sembly, or a final product (Hegge, 1992).

(2) Goes-into relationships: A goes-into relationship is a
relationship between a particular parent and a particular
component (Van Veen, 1992). Usually, the number of units of
the component required for one unit of the parent is stored to-
gether with the goes-into relationship. This number is called
the quantity per of the relationship. A BOM may contain sev-
eral goes-into relationships, all with the same parent product.
All goes-into relationships, together with items, form a hier-
archy representing the product structure.

(3) Employment: In practical applications, the BOM takes
various forms and is used in a number of ways. From differ-
ent perspectives of business functions, the content and con-
struction of BOM will be different. For example, an engi-
neering BOM is structured in the way the product is designed
and consists of functional “assemblies” of subsystems,
whilst a manufacturing BOM is structured in the way the
product is built and consists of physical subassemblies.
While the engineering BOM is used by designers to represent
the structure of a designed product, the manufacturing BOM
is used in a MRPII system for MRP explosion. Other per-
spectives may include product definition, engineering
change control, manufacturing instructions, order entry fa-
cility, costing, and pricing (Mather, 1987).

2.1 BOM Construction

Although many names and definitional distinctions ap-
pear in the literature, common types of BOMs constructed
for the planning purpose include modular BOM (MBOM),
percentage BOM (PBOM), Super BOM (SBOM), variant
BOM (VBOM), and generic BOM (GBOM).

While the traditional BOM links components to end items
(the top level of the BOM), a MBOM links components to
product options, which is below the end product level (Van
Veen and Wortmann, 1992). A MBOM is constructed in the
way the product is ordered and consists of product feature
modules (called planning modules). A planning module is
identified as a set of parts that is commonly required within a
product family for realizing certain options of final products.
It is often assumed that a planning module corresponds to an
option, thus options (or planning modules) can be applied to
identify a final product uniquely and in the meantime to con-
stitute the BOM of that final product. Therefore, individual
product variants can be specified from different combina-
tions of planning modules by composing single-level BOMs
consisting of planning modules.

In a situation of high-variety production, the traditional
method of BOM construction may require a large number of
different bills because each model, option, or product varia-
tion necessitates a unique BOM. Modularization reduces the
number of bills by segregating common parts and disentan-
gling product feature combinations (Stonebraker, 1996).
However, the problem of an enormous number of BOMs can
only be partly solved by modularizing BOMs due to the for-
midable hindrances underlying the MBOM method (Van
Veen and Wortmann, 1992). First, it is assumed that there is
one-to-one correspondence between a planning module and
an option. In this case, the BOM of a planning module de-
fines the full material content required to realize a particular
option (Mather, 1987). Second, options of different features
are assumed to be uncoupled from each other. In other words,
an option can be selected for a feature independently of se-
lecting options for other features. Third, the overlap of mate-
rial requirements for options is ignored. If options of the
same feature have lower-level components in common, the
products common to these options would be overplanned for
each of these options, resulting in more safety stock than is
actually required. Fourth, in a MBOM, the assembly hierar-
chy of the product structure is blurred. It is difficult to sup-
port the creation of an assembly BOM after a unique product
specification in terms of options has been drafted.

A PBOM captures the proportional composition of either
parts or modules to support the translation of the forecast vol-
ume of product family as a whole into the volumes of compo-
nents. It can be used with either traditional or modular BOMs
to facilitate cost accounting by calculating the average cost
for each model. Since the forecast and planning of an aggre-
gate are generally more accurate than those of components,
the PBOM may enhance product forecast and scheduling ef-
ficiency (Mather, 1987).

A SBOM augments MBOM and PBOM with add/delete
bills as attachments (Kneppelt, 1984). Minor product varia-
tions are handled by a simple add/delete attachment repre-
senting only the change, thus avoiding the creation of a com-
plete new BOM. Using the SBOM approach, marketing
could furnish a model forecast and the estimate on the per-
centage use of options and attachments. It also provides an
opportunity to coordinate the option planning better since
some overplanning may happen on the options to compen-
sate for percentage forecast errors.

The VBOM concept emphasizes various goes-into rela-
tionships in a BOM structure, which are called BOM rela-
tionship variants (Van Veen, 1992). A set of BOM relation-
ship variants of an item is partitioned into explicitly defined
subsets called clusters so that each specific BOM consists of
precisely one element out of each cluster. The entire set of
BOM relationship variants that have an item as the parent is
called the VBOM of this item. The VBOM concept enables
generative BOM processing in the way that a specific multi-
level BOM can be constructed by selecting none or one BOM
relationship variant from each cluster in the multi-level
VBOM. For each cluster in the VBOM, a set of rules (called
conditions) can be defined to express the dependencies be-
tween BOM relationship variants of that cluster according to
different parameter values.
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While the VBOM excels in generative BOM processing
especially in those situations where product variety arises at
the top-levels of the product structure, the limitations have
also been observed by Van Veen and Wortmann (1992). The
VBOM concept allows parameters and parameter values to
be defined for product family items only because product
specification data (i.e., parameters, parameter values and
conditions) are exclusively related to product variants. As a
result, variety of a lower-level item can not be described in
terms of its own characteristic parameters and parameter val-
ues. In addition, the fact that lower-level product variants can
only be explicitly defined for end items results in consider-
able data redundancy in parameters, parameter values and
conditions.

To overcome the limitations of the VBOM in variant han-
dling, the GBOM concept has been developed (Hegge and
Wortmann, 1991; Hegge, 1992; Van Veen, 1992; Van Veen
and Wortmann, 1992). The GBOM allows the specifica-
tion of product variants by means of describing an item and
a set description at any level in a multilevel BOM in-
stead of limited only to top-level items. A GBOM represents
the general product structure of a set of similar product vari-
ants (i.e., a product family). The representation of such a
GBOM consists of two entity types, i.e., the generic item
representing sets of similar items and the generic BOM link
recording the link between a generic parent and a generic
component. A specific variant results from the choice of
the variants of their generic item and the specification of par-
ticular goes-into relationships derived from the instantiation
of the generic BOM links according to certain conversion
rules. The rationale lies in the reduction of variant differ-
ences to the variants of the generic items at the lowest level of
the GBOM.

The GBOM concept provides a means of describ-
ing a large number of variants within a product family
using a limited amount of data, while leaving the prod-
uct structure unimpaired. It can be used for describing
both final products and components. Current practice of
the GBOM concept mostly focuses on variety manage-
ment in the context of product structures, which is engi-
neering-oriented. Since the variety dilemma involves
both product engineering and production management, the
consequence of variety’s propagation to production deserves
the further exploration of the GBOM concept in terms of
dealing with various process variations and operations
changeovers.

In summary, all these types of BOMs enhance productivity
and integrate operational goals with broader organization ob-
jectives. However, migration from traditional to modular
BOMs and to other supplemental methods has reduced the
applicability of the BOM to operational functions because
the representation of the production process is less accurate
(Stonebraker, 1996). Therefore, it is imperative for BOM re-
search to extend the traditional engineering-oriented BOM
construction to take into account production structures and
operations management.
2.2 BOM Employment

Many organizational functions within a manufacturing
firm make use of BOM systems. The traditional function of
BOM is the definition of a product from the design point of
view only. Under MRP, however, the function of BOM is ex-
tended to reflect product content, state of completion, timing,
and/or process stage. Master production scheduling further
extends the employment of BOM. A BOM must provide the
structure for decision support at the top planning level. It
forms the basis for developing forecasts, assembly sched-
ules, and customer order control within the functional area of
master scheduling (Mather, 1987). A well-known problem is
that each of these functions has different requirements re-
garding the definition of one or more product-types and the
associated attributes. Therefore, many firms face problems
with respect to the coherence and synchronization of various
kinds of BOM employment.

A matrix BOM is suggested for MBOM planning in order
to improve the construction of product catalogs (Kneppelt,
1984). To support the unique description of a product variant
for the purpose of order entry and to support the selection of a
product for a particular customer, a catalog number is derived
from a sales catalog system and it becomes the unique part
number for this customer order. Such a unique part number is
the basis for inventory, transaction processing, and shipping.
Marketing may also configure a product based on the sales
potential and the result is a product on the shelf. Naturally,
forecasting and master scheduling must be based on the
unique part numbers at the product level, since this is the en-
try point of customer demand.

Chang et al. (1997) discussed the planning of manufactur-
ing BOM which involves compressing the multi-level engi-
neering BOM into a three-level manufacturing BOM. The
compression assigns components of the engineering BOM
into several assembly groups by considering the assembly
sequence and manufacturing constraints. The major concern
of this method is the formulation of assembly groups incor-
porating assembly lead-time, assembly liaison and prece-
dence, and concurrent assembly.

Aiming at integrated production data modeling, Hastings
and Yeh (1992) proposed a concept of bill of manufacture
(BOMfr). The BOMfr combines routings with traditional
BOMs to provide material requirements data for each opera-
tion scheduled, resulting in a time-phased material require-
ment plan derived from a feasible schedule. Blackburn
(1985) demonstrated how combining routings and BOMs in
one document could support just-in-time manufacturing in a
traditional MRP-implemented production environment such
as job-shops. Tatsiopoulos (1996) discussed the conse-
quences of unifying BOMs and routings on the basic func-
tions of production planning and control. The MRP planning
logic based on the unification of BOMs and routings avoids
the intricacies of the OPT (Optimized Production Technol-
ogy) system and is more readily accepted by manufacturing
personnel.
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Figure 2. A family structure of various desk clocks.
3. Generic Bill-of-Materials-and-Operations

3.1 Illustrative Example

The running example in this paper is the customization
and production of souvenir clocks. One souvenir clock pack-
age includes a desk clock and a customer-decorated paper
box. The focus is on product information management and
production planning and control. The problem scenario as-
sumes that families of desk clocks have been designed in a
modular manner to maximize product assortment, thus al-
lowing customers to have more choices. The product assort-
ment, structure, and components have been planned
with great care to facilitate product customization and as-
sembly.

Figure 1 shows the structure of a desk clock. Figure 2 gives
an example of product family structure developed to offer
functional variety and a high degree of configuring individ-
ual products. A simple product family structure with a small
number of variant components results in low complexity and
ease of assembly. Besides fixed variant components such as
the base part, the front plate, and the setting of hands, both the
dial and the label sticker can be individualized during pro-
duction by printing the customer’s name or picture on them.
Different family structures can be developed for different
product families in order to accommodate certain product as-
sortments.

The manufacturing process flow for souvenir clock pro-
duction is described in Figure 3. The process involves five as-
sembly operations (A1, A2, A3, A4, and A5), two machining
operations (M1 and M2), and one printing operation (M3).
As illustrated in Figure 3, some parallel operations are possi-
ble. Each operation is associated with a particular work cen-
ter concerning material requirements, machines or assembly
workstations, processing time, fixtures/setups, and operation
instructions for operators. There is a separate kitting activity
prior to each operation (K1, K2, K3, K4, K5, K6, and K7), in
which all materials required for this operation are prepared
according to MRP.

The production of souvenir clocks is based on a manual
Flexible Assembly System (FAS) implemented at HKUST.
Figure 4 shows the layout of this system. The system consists
of an Automatic Storage and Retrieval System (AR/RS), a
magnetic path-guided Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV),
Figure 1. The structure of a desk clock.
and a Computer-controlled Transport System (CTS) with
flexible routing.

Five manual assembly workstations are connected to the
CTS in accordance with the five assembly operations. Mate-
rial handling between workstations is carried out by shuttles
running on the CTS. At a kitting workstation, the necessary
parts for subsequent assembly operations are prepared and
put together into a kit. The kit is then transferred using a shut-
tle to the assembly workstation where the assembly is to be
performed. Due to the fact that the AGV is the major bottle-
neck in the system because of its relatively slow speed, com-
monly-used parts, especially bulk materials such as hands
and screws, are transferred in large quantities from the
AS/RS to the CTS at one time and are stored in grab contain-
ers at kitting workstations. While the fabrication of frame
parts (bases and front plates) is carried out at CNC machines
(M1 and M2), the dial of a personalized clock, label stickers
for the clock and the packaging box are printed out directly at
the workbench. The final product is transferred to a packag-
ing workstation where final testing and checking is con-
ducted and the clock is put into a paper box, ready for deliv-
ery. In addition, all operations conducted at these
workstations by workers are supported by instructions
shown on computer screens in the form of text, image and an-
imation. Although several kinds of clocks (clock families)
can be produced, it is not necessary to retool the FAS for each
of them. It is possible to produce mixed orders without re-
tooling delays.

3.2 Bill-of-Materials-and-Operations (BOMO)

A logic representation of product data and production in-
formation plays an important role in production planning and
control for performing functions such as material require-
ments planning (MRP), capacity requirements planning, op-
erations scheduling, and shop-floor control (Orlicky, 1994).

Product data represented by a BOM can be used for de-
scribing an end product to state raw materials and intermedi-
ate parts or subassemblies required for making the product.
Figure 5 shows the BOM structure of souvenir clocks. Table
1 gives the corresponding BOM data records in a traditional
BOM file structure.

Production information is concerned with how a product is
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Figure 3. A process flow diagram describing the production process of souvenir clocks.

Figure 4. The layout of a manufacturing system for souvenir clock production.
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Figure 5. The BOM structure of souvenir clocks.
produced, i.e., the specification of operations sequences to
be performed at corresponding work centers along with re-
lated resources such as machines, labor, tools, fixtures and
setups. Similar to describing a product structure using a
BOM, a Bill-of-Operations (BOO) can be constructed to rep-
resent the production structure of a given product. A BOO
manifests itself through the process flow diagram that is
widely used in industry to describe the manufacturing pro-
cess, for example the one shown in Figure 3. The correspond-
ing operations data (BOO) of each manufactured end prod-
uct and intermediate part/subassembly in Figure 5 is given in
Table 2.

Traditionally, BOMs and BOOs have been treated as two
separate data files or subsystems by most computer-based
production systems (Mather, 1986). The separation of pro-
duction planning and control functions into a BOM and a
Table 1. BOM data for end product souvenir clock.

Hierarchy
Level Parent Item

Component
Item

Quantity
per

1 Souvenir Clock Desk Clock 1
1 Souvenir Clock Paper Box 1
1 Souvenir Clock Label Sticker 1
.2 Desk Clock Body 1
.2 Desk Clock Frame 1
..3 Body Hands 1
..3 Body Dial 1
..3 Body Spacer 1
..3 Body Movement 1
..3 Body Screw 4
..3 Frame Base 1
..3 Frame Front Plate 1
..3 Frame Label Sticker 1
…4 Movement Gear Set 1
…4 Movement Transmission 1
…4 Movement Core 1
…4 Movement Case 1
…4 Movement Cover 1
BOO results in the BOM being primarily responsible for
MRP and inventory management, and the BOO being re-
sponsible for capacity requirements planning and production
control (Berger, 1987). In a job-shop environment, jobs
(work orders) are created and scheduled to make every line
item of a customer order. A line item corresponds to an end
product manufactured by the shop. A job is a statement of
making a product, which requires both BOM and BOO data.
An effective control of a production job at the shop-floor
level cannot be fulfilled without the integration of planning
and control functions. This necessitates that the material con-
tent of a BOM be linked to the relevant operations of a BOO
to reflect the material flow through the production process
(Yeh, 1995). A number of authors have demonstrated the
merits of integrating the BOM and the BOO in production
planning and control (Tatsiopoulos, 1996; Hastings and Yeh,
1992; Yeh, 1997).

To integrate product structure data and operations infor-
mation, a formal data model, referred to as Bill-of-Materials-
and-Operations (BOMO), can be developed by combining
the BOM structure with the BOO structure into a single one.
Focusing on the production process, a BOMO specifies the
sequence of production operations required for making an
intermediate part/subassembly or a final product as well as
the materials and resources required at each operation. In this
way, the unification of BOMs and BOOs can be achieved in a
BOMO structure, as schematically illustrated in Figure 6.
Corresponding to Tables 1 and 2, the BOMO data of the sou-
venir clock example is given in Table 3.

For a given product, the relationships between its BOM
and BOO are embodied in the material requirements of pro-
duction operations. Therefore, a product’s BOM and BOO
data can be merged into a single data set by specifying each
component material in the BOM as required by the relevant
operation of the BOO for making its parent product (Mather,
1987).

As conceptually described in Figure 6, the material re-
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Table 2. BOO data for souvenir clock production.

Sequence
Number* Operation Work Center

Runtime
(min/item)

Fixture/
Setup

90 Packaging & Inspection (A5) WC-A5 1.5
80 Kitting (K7) WC-K7 1.0
70 Clock Assembly (A4) WC-A4 14.0 A4-F
60 Kitting (K6) WC-K6 1.0
70 Paper Box Preparation (A2) WC-A2 2.0
60 Kitting (K4) WC-K4 4.5
50 Frame Assembly (A3) WC-A3 11.5 A3-F
40 Kitting (K5) WC-K5 1.0
50 Movement Assembly (A1) WC-A1 11.0 A1-F
40 Kitting (K3) WC-K3 4.5
30 Base Fabrication (M1) WC-M1 12.5 M1-F
30 Front Plat Fabrication (M2) WC-M2 14.5 M2-FS
20 Kitting (K1) WC-K1 9.0
30 Printing (M3) WC-M3 3.0
20 Kitting (K2) WC-K2 2.0

*Same sequence numbers indicate parallel operations.
quirement link between BOM and BOO data can be estab-
lished by introducing a part kitting process to each operation.
Kitting is widely used in industry to convert as much of the
internal setup as possible into the external setup in order to
reduce setup costs, which constitutes a large proportion of
the overall cost of assembly. In the FAS shown in Figure 4,
Figure 6. The BOMO struct
the concept of kitting has been extended to include not only
component parts but also tools and fixtures. In addition, kit-
ting flow strategies are closely integrated with the material
handling function. The kitting system interfaces with the ma-
terial distribution system (AGV) as well as the warehouse
(AR/RS) and the production system (work centers).
ure of souvenir clocks.
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Table 3. BOMO data for souvenir clocks.

Sequence
Number* Operation

Work
Center

Runtime
(min/item)

Fixture/
Setup

Material
(Component

Item)
Product

(Parent Item)
Quantity

per

90 Packaging & Inspection (A5) WC-A5 1.5 Desk Clock
Label Sticker
Paper Box

Souvenir Clock 1
1
1

80 Kitting (K7) WC-K7 1.0

70 Clock Assembly (A4) WC-A4 14.0 A4-F Hands
Spacer
Movement
Screw

Desk Clock 1
1
1
4

60 Kitting (K6) WC-K6 1.0

70 Paper Box Preparation (A2) WC-A2 2.0 Raw Material
(Board)

Paper Box 1
60 Kitting (K4) WC-K4 4.5

50 Frame Assembly (A3) WC-A3 11.5 A3-F Base
Front Plate
Label Sticker

Frame 1
1
1

40 Kitting (K5) WC-K5 1.0

50 Movement Assembly (A1) WC-A1 11.0 A1-F Gear Set
Transmission
Core
Case
Cover

Movement 1
1
1
1
1

40 Kitting (K3) WC-K3 4.5

30 Base Fabrication (M1) WC-M1 12.5 M1-F Raw Material Base
Front Plate

N/A
30 Front Plate Fabrication (M2) WC-M2 14.5 M2-FS
20 Kitting (K1) WC-K1 9.0

20 Printing (M3) WC-M3 3.0 Raw Material Label Sticker N/A
10 Kitting (K2) WC-K2 2.0 Dial

*Same sequence numbers indicate parallel operations.
In a general sense, each operation can be regarded as con-
sisting of a kitting process prior to the actual production pro-
cess. A kitting process can be either implicit or explicit. An
explicit kitting refers to a productive process for which a sep-
arate work center is assigned. An implicit one, however, is
nonproductive in the sense that it is combined to an operation
workstation as a part of that operation, thus being a dummy
production process. In an assembly line, usually only one ex-
plicit kitting process is assigned as a single workstation
while all assembly operations are associated with implicit
kitting within their own workstations.

While a BOM associates each component material di-
rectly with its parent product, a BOMO associates a compo-
nent material with the relevant operation in the BOO for pro-
ducing its parent component. For each manufactured end or
intermediate product, a single-level BOMO structure can be
derived by specifying the sequence of operations required for
producing that product as well as materials and resources
(work centers) required for each operation. The multi-level
BOMO can be composed by linking the single-level BOMOs
of lower-level intermediate parts through the operations that
require them.

3.3 A Generic Structure for Characterizing Variety

To understand variety and its impact on product differenti-
ation, Jiao and Tseng (1999a) introduced a generic structure
established for representing variety. As schematically illus-
trated in Figure 7, there are three aspects underlying the ge-
neric variety structure, i.e.,

1. Product structure: All product variants of a family share a
common structure. It can be described as a hierarchy
comprising constituent items (Ii) at different levels of ab-
straction, where {Ii} can be either abstract or physical en-
tities. Such a breakdown structure (AND tree) of {Ii} re-
veals the topology for end-product configuration (Suh,
1997). Different sets of Ii together with their interrelation-
ships (in the form of a decomposition hierarchy) distin-
guish different common product structures and thus dif-
ferent product families.

2. Variety parameters: Usually, there is a set of attributes
(characteristic variables), A, associated with each Ii.
Among them, some variables are relevant to variety and
thus are defined as variety parameters, {Pj} ⊂ A. Like at-
tribute variables, parameters can be inherited by child
node(s) from a parent node. Different instances of a par-
ticular Pj, i.e., {Vk}, embody the diversity resembled by,
and perceived from, product variants.

Two types of class-member relationships can be ob-
served between {Pj} and {Vk}. A leaf Pj (e.g., P32) indi-
cates a binary type instantiation, meaning whether I32 is
included in I3 (V32 = 1), or not (V32 = 0). On the other
hand, a node Pj (e.g., P2) indicates a selective type
instantiation, which means I2 has several variants in
terms of values of P2, i.e., V2 ~ {V2_1, V2_2}.
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3. Configuration constraints: Two types of constraints can
be identified. Within a particular view of product families
such as the functional, behavioral or physical view, re-
strictions on the combination of parameter values, {Vk},
are categorized as Type I constraints. For example, V11-
1_1 and V31-3_2 are incompatible (i.e., exclusive OR),
that is, only one of them can be selected for a product vari-
ant. The mapping relationships of items and their variety
parameters across the functional, behavioral and struc-
tural views are referred to as Type II constraints. This type
of constraint deals mostly with configuration design
knowledge. Usually, they are described as rules instead of
being graphically depicted in a generic structure.

While the functional and behavioral views of product
families are usually associated with product family de-
sign (Jiao, 1998), this research focuses on the production
aspect, which is mostly concerned with the structural
view. Therefore, in the context of managing variety in
production, the major concern is Type I constraints.

Table 4 illustrates the generic variety structure described
above using the souvenir clock example. As far as variant
handling is concerned, the rationale for the generic variety
structure lies in the recognition of the origin and subsequent
propagation of variety. Three levels of variation have been in-
dicated, i.e., at the structure, variety parameter and instance
levels. Different variation levels have different variety impli-
cations. To understand the “generic” concept underlying
such a variety representation, the following two fundamental
issues need to be highlighted:
Figure 7. A generic structure
1. Generic item: A generic item represents a set of similar
items (called variants) of the same type (namely a family).
An item may be an end product, a subassembly, an inter-
mediate part, or a component part (Van Veen, 1992). It
may also be a goes-into-relationship or an operation. For
example, a red frame ( )*I1 , a blue frame ( )*I 2 and a trans-
parent one ( )*I 3 are three individual variants, whilst a ge-
neric item, I, represents such a set of variants (a family of
frames), that is, I ~ { , , }.* * *I I I1 2 3 However, these variants
are similar in that they share a common structure (Figure
5) in configuring a desk clock.

2. Indirect identification: Instead of using part numbers (re-
ferred to as direct identification), the identification of in-
dividual variants from a generic item (within a family) is
based on variety parameters and their instances (a list of
parameter values). Such an identification is called indi-
rect identification (Hegge, 1994). In the above example, a
variety parameter, color, and its value list, {red, blue,
transparent}, can be used for an indirect identification of
a particular variant, i.e., I1

* ~ {I | color = “red”} and I 3
* ~

{I | color = “transparent”}. On the other hand, the identi-
fication of product family (generic product) “frame” is I.

3.4 Generic BOMO for Variety Management

Based on the generic variety structure, a generic BOMO
can be constructed to deal with variants resulting from both
product changes and process variations. The premise of con-
structing a generic BOMO lies in the implications of variety
underlying product families, that is, a set of variants (a family
for characterizing variety.
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Table 4. The generic variety structure for souvenir clocks.

Items {Ii} Variety Parameter {Pj} Variety Instance {Vk}

Hands Setting Type Two-hand Setting,
Three-hand Setting

Color White, Grey, etc.
Size Large, Medium, Small

Dial Pattern Logo, Mosaic, Scenery,
Customized Photo, etc.

Size Large, Medium, Small

Transmission Alarm Yes, No

Core Alarm Yes, No

Base Shape Round, Rectangular, Hexagonal
Material Acrylic, Aluminum, etc.
Color Transparent, Red, etc.

Front Plate Shape Rectangular, Round, Rhombus
Material Acrylic, Aluminum, etc.
Color Transparent, Red, etc.

Label Sticker Pattern HKUST, Signature, etc.
Paper Box Type Ordinary, Delux, etc.

Constraint # Constraint Fields Constraint Type

1 Hands.Size Size Compatible
Dial.Size

2 Transmission.Alarm Type Compatible
Core.Alarm

3 Base.Material Material Compatible
FrontPlate.Material

4 Base.Color Color Compatible
FrontPlate.Color

Table 5. An illustration of the generic product in a generic BOMO.

Generic Product {Ii} Variety Parameter {Pij} Parameter Value Set { }Pijk
*

Frame (I1) Nil. Nil.

Base (I2) Shape (P21) Round ( )*P211
Rectangular ( )*P212
Hexagonal ( )*P213

Material (P22) Acrylic ( )*P221
Aluminum ( )*P222

Color (P23) Red ( )*P231
Transparent ( )*P232
Blue ( )*P233

Front Plate (I3) Shape (P31) Round ( )*P311
Rectangular ( )*P312
Rhombus ( )*P313

Material (P32) Acrylic ( )*P321
Aluminum ( )*P322

Color (P33) Red ( )*P331
Transparent ( )*P332
Blue ( )*P333

Label Sticker (I4) Pattern (P41) HKUST ( )*P411
Signature ( )*P412
IEEM ( )*P413
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of similar items) share a common (product/process) structure
within which variety differentiates.

There are four elements constituting a generic BOMO as
described below.

(1) Generic product: A generic product represents a fam-
ily of product variants, where a product may manifest itself
through a final product, an intermediate part, a subassembly,
or a component part. A list of variety parameters, {Pij}, is as-
signed to each generic product, Ii, and each parameter has a
number of parameter values,{ },*Pijk going with it. A particular
variant, I i

* , of a generic product, Ii, is obtained by choosing a
permitted set of values, { },*Pijk for the variety parameter,
{Pij}, of Ii, that is, I Pi ijk

* *~ {  }. Table 5 illustrates such a con-
cept of generic product in the generic BOMO. For example,
the generic product “base” can be described by parameters,
“shape,” “material” and “color” with permitted values
{Round, Rectangular, Hexagonal}, {Acrylic, Aluminum}
and {Red, Transparent, Blue}, respectively. A “base” variant
may be described as {shape(round), material(acrylic),
color(red)}, that is, I P P P2 211 221 231

* * * *~ { , , }.
(2) Generic goes-into relationship: A generic goes-into

relationship represents the relationship between a parent ge-
neric product and a component generic product in accor-
dance with the decomposition hierarchy of a product family
structure. Accordingly, a specific goes-into relationship (a
variant of the generic goes-into relationship) represents the
particular BOM relationship between a specific parent prod-
uct and a specific component product. Different from a goes-
into relationship variant, a generic goes-into relationship in-
volves the coordination of multiple variants (parameter val-
ues) while exploding a generic BOM. Therefore, explosion
rules are introduced to generic goes-into relationships. These
rules define deterministic relationships between parameter
values in the product specifications of parent product vari-
ants and component product variants. The rules should guar-
Table 6. An illustration of the generic goes

Hierarchy
Level

Parent
Product

Component
Product E

..3 Frame
(I1)

Base
(I2)

M

C

..3 Frame
(I1)

Front Plate
(I3)

M

C

..3 Frame
(I1)

Label Sticker
(I4)

N

antee that for each valid specification of the parent product,
precisely only one valid specification of the component
product is generated through the explosion process. Essen-
tially, explosion rules reflect all Type I constraints identified
in the generic variety structure. The general form of an explo-
sion rule is as follows.

(1)

(2)

where, IIF means if and only if.
Table 6 shows an example of the generic goes-into rela-

tionship in a generic BOMO. The “material” and “color”
constraints between a “base” variant and a “front plate” vari-
ant (see Table 4) are described in the corresponding explo-
sion rules. These rules define that only the same material, ei-
ther {Acrylic} or {Aluminum}, can be used in specifying
“base” and “front plate” variants. Also, the rules indicate that
the color of a “base” variant or that of a “front plate” variant
can be selected freely from {Red} and {Blue}, whilst
{Transparent} must be used at the same time for both “base”
and “front plate” variants. Essentially, the explosion rules
represent a choice tree of instantiating variety parameters by
their feasible values, that is, to reflect Type I constraints. Cor-
responding to Table 6, Figure 8 shows the decision table, de-
scribed using the generic variety structure, for the specifica-
tion of “frame” variants from a generic “frame” product.

(3) Generic operation: Table 7 illustrates the generic oper-
ation concept. A generic operation, O, represents a set of

* *

*

*

{ | } IF { | } AND

AND { | } OR

OR { | }

ij ijk xy xyz

mn mnp

qr qrs

P P P P

P P

P P

…

…

* *{ | } IIF { | }ij ijk xy xyzP P P P
-into-relationship in a generic BOMO.

xplosion Rule
Quantity

per

aterial (P22) constraint:
{ | } { | }* *P P P P22 221 32 321IIF
{ | } { | }* *P P P P22 222 32 322IIF

olor (P23) constraint:
{ | } { | } { | }* * *P P P P P P23 231 33 331 33 332IF OR
{ | } { | } { | }* * *P P P P P P23 232 33 331 33 332IF OR
{ | } { | }* *P P P P23 233 33 333IIF

1

aterial (P32) constraint:
{ | } { | }* *P P P P32 321 22 221IIF
{ | } { | }* *P P P P32 322 22 222IIF

olor (P33) constraint:
{ | } { | } { | }* * *P P P P P P33 331 23 231 23 232IF OR
{ | } { | } { | }* * *P P P P P P33 332 23 231 23 232IF OR
{ | } { | }* *P P P P33 333 23 233IIF

1

il. 1
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Figure 8. A choice tree for the generic goes-into-relationship in Table 6.
variants of an operation, {O*}. These operation variants
manifest themselves in different process-related information
(e.g., process plans) of each operation. Such information can
be regarded as the attributes of an operation. Usually, the op-
eration attributes involve the following aspects:

• parts to be processed
• work centers for producing particular parts such as ma-

chine (cells) or assembly workstations
• the runtimes of certain parts processed by particular work

centers
• the tool, fixture and/or setup requirements necessary for

making particular parts on particular work centers

Therefore, a generic operation, O, can be described in terms
of its attributes in a tuple, i.e., O ~ {(Part, WC, RT, FS)},
where Part, WC, RT and FS denote the generic part, generic
work center, generic runtime and generic tool/fixture/setup
requirements associated with the generic operation, respec-
tively. Accordingly, a specific operation variant, O*, can be
described by its attribute values, i.e., O* ~ (Part*, WC*, RT*,
FS*), where Part*, WC*, RT* and FS* denote the specific
part(s), work center(s), runtime(s) and tool/fixture/setup re-
quirements, respectively.

There are a number of ways to categorize various opera-
tion variants. As pointed out earlier, the link between product
structures (BOMs) and production operations (BOOs) is
characterized by the material requirement of each operation
(see Figure 6). Therefore, it is reasonable to differentiate op-
eration variants using variety parameters defined for the (ge-
neric) parts involved in a (generic) operation. As shown in
Table 7, a generic operation is linked to the generic parts to be
processed on it through sharing the same set of variety pa-
rameters as well as their value sets. In such a way, the identifi-
cation of an operation variant (a specific process plan for a
particular part variant) conforms to the way a product variant
is identified, for example, M 11
* ~ (Base(hexagonal, acrylic,

transparent), WC M- 12
* , 12.5 + 3.0, M F1- 1

* ), where M1 rep-
resents the generic operation, “Base Fabrication” (see Figure
6 and Table 2).

(4) Generic planning: Generic planning refers to the rep-
resentation of all process variations in operations planning
for producing a generic product (a family of product vari-
ants). Typically, the major concern in the generic planning is
to indicate the corresponding changeovers in routings to ac-
commodate variations of product variants. Variations of an
operation are determined by the differences in product vari-
ants to be processed by this operation. For example, different
variants of a “base” product in terms of “color” have no im-
pact on the operation changeover. In other words, one opera-
tion variant may produce multiple product variants regard-
less of their differences in “color.” However the use of
different “materials” (P221

* and P222
* ) may result in quite dif-

ferent processes (M1*) in terms of different instances of work
centers, runtime, tools and fixtures. Such a nonlinear corre-
spondence relationship between product variants and opera-
tion variants necessitates the definition of planning rules as
shown in Table 8.

The general form of planning rules follows the same for-
mat of Equations (1) and (2) defined for the explosion rules.
Since MRP establishes the link of BOM and BOO data, vari-
ety parameters and their value sets are uniformly applicable
to characterizing both product and operation variants
through defining explosion and planning rules.

In summary, a generic BOMO integrates product and pro-
duction data together through the link of MRP between
BOMs and BOOs. To manage variety effectively, variety pa-
rameters and their value sets are used to handle the coherence
between the variants of products and those of operations. In a
generic variety structure, all variety parameters are con-
trolled at the lowest level of the decomposition hierarchy so
as to ease the coordination of different variants and to reduce
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Table 7. An illustration of the generic operation in a generic BOMO.

Generic Operation
{O}

Generic Parts
{Ii}

Variety Parameter
{Pij}

Parameter Value Set {P } ~ { C ,WC , RT , FS }ijk
*

ijk
*

ijk
*

ijk
*

ijk
*( )

Part {Part }ijk
* Work Center {WC }ik

* Runtime {RT }ik
* Fixture/Setup {FS }ik

*

Base Fabrication
(M1)

Base (I2) Base.Shape (P21) Round ( )*P211 WC -M11
* RT21

* (= 12.5 + 4.5) M1-F1
*

Rectangular ( )*P212 WC -M12
* RT22

* (= 12.5 + 3.0) M1-F2
*

Hexagonal ( )*P213 RT23
* (= 12.5 + 1.0) M1-F3

*

Base.Material (P22) Acrylic ( )*P211 Notes:
Machines/Machine cells/
Workstations for making
particular parts

RT24
* (= 12.5 – 2.0)

Aluminum ( )*P222 Notes: Tools/Fixtures/
Setups for making par-
ticular parts on partic-
ular work centers

Base.Color (P23) Red ( )*P213 Notes:
(minute/item)Transparent ( )*P232

Blue ( )*P233

Front Plate
Fabrication (M2)

Front Plate (I3) FrontPlate.Shape
(P31)

Round ( )*P311 WC -M21
*

WC -M2 2
*

RT31
* (= 14.5 + 5.0) M2 -F1

*

Rectangular ( )*P312 RT32
* (= 14.5 + 2.5) M -F2

*2
Rhombus ( )*P313 RT33

* (= 14.5 + 0.0) M2 -F3
*

FrontPlate.Material
(P32)

Acrylic ( )*P321 Notes:
Machines/Machine cells/
Workstations for making
particular parts

RT34
* (= 14.5 – 3.5)

Aluminum ( )*P322 Notes: Tools/Fixtures/
Setups for making par-
ticular parts on partic-
ular work centers

FrontPlate.Color
(P33)

Red ( )*P331 Notes:
(minute/item)Transparent ( )*P332

Blue ( )*P333
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Table 8. An illustration of the generic planning in a generic BOMO.

Sequence # Operation Part Planning Rule (WC, RT, FS)

30 Base Fabrication (M1) Base (I2) { | } { | }*WC P PWC -M1 IF1
*

22 221

{ | } { | }*WC P PWC -M1 IF2
*

22 222

{ | } { | } { | }* * *RT RT P P P P21 22 221 21 213IF AND
{ | } { | } { | } { | }* * * *RT RT P P P P P P22 22 221 21 211 21 212IF AND OR
{ | } { | } { | }* * *RT RT P P P P23 22 222 21 213IF AND
{ | } { | } { | } { | }* * * *RT RT P P P P P P24 22 222 21 211 21 212IF AND OR
{ | } | }*FS PM1-F IF {P1

*
21 211

{ | } | }*FS PM1-F IF {P2
*

21 212

{ | } | }*FS PM1-F IF {P3
*

21 213

30 Front Plate Fabrication
(M2)

Front Plate (I3) { | } { | }*WC P PWC -M2 IF1
*

32 321

{ | } { | }*WC P PWC -M2 IF2
*

32 322

{ | } { | } { | }* * *RT RT P P P P31 32 321 31 313IF AND
{ | } { | } { | } { | }* * * *RT RT P P P P P P32 32 321 31 311 31 312IF AND OR
{ | } { | } { | }* * *RT RT P P P P33 32 322 31 313IF AND
{ | } { | } { | } { | }* * * *RT RT P P P P P P34 32 322 31 311 31 312IF AND OR
{ | } | }*FS P PM2 -FS IF {1

*
31 311

{ | } | }*FS P PM2 -FS IF {2
*

31 312

{ | } | }*FS P PM2 -FS IF {3
*

31 313

Figure 9. The class and relationship hierarchies for generic BOMO
modeling.
data redundancy in variety representation. Hence, explosion
rules and planning rules can be defined in terms of con-
straints among parameter values. Nevertheless, all variants
of a generic product are assumed to conform to the same
product structure and the same process flow (sequences).
This means that there exist a common product structure and a
common process structure within a product family, whilst
variety is embodied in different variants (instances) of these
common structures.

3.5 Object-Oriented Modeling of Generic BOMO

The structure of a generic BOMO can be regarded as the
abstraction hierarchy of an object-oriented data model. From
this point of view, its representation can be mapped onto the
abstraction and the inheritance architectures of an object-ori-
ented data model. Inherently, the indirect identification of
variants from a generic product through variety parameters
and their values conforms to the class-member relationship
of the object-oriented concept. However, one major diffi-
culty in representing the semantics of a data model is that no
universally accepted theory of object-oriented data modeling
exists (Booch, 1990). This research employs a conceptual
data model that integrates elements of semantic relationships
with object oriented concepts for the purpose of representing
a generic BOMO.

(1) Conceptual data model: Three classes of objects be-
long to subclasses of the root class, CLASS (Figure 9). A
PRODUCT object represents the superclass of subclasses
that defines a specific constituent item. Its major subclasses
might be COMPONENT, SUBASSEMBLY, and END-PRO-
DUCT object classes. A PROCESS object represents the
superclass of subclasses that defines the operations routings
of constituent items. A CONSTRAINT object represents the
superclass of subclasses that defines the configuration con-
straints on PRODUCT objects (goes-into relationships) and
on PROCESS objects (routings). EXPLOSION-RULE and
PLANNING-RULE are subclasses of CONSTRAINT.
These classes can be referenced to one another.

An object is a collection of information related to perform-
ing specific tasks that involve a lot of data and certain rela-
tionships and support a variety of methods related to han-
dling instance objects. The semantics of relationships
between objects is shown in Figure 9. PRODUCT objects are
aggregated or decomposed through “part_of” or “has_a” re-
lationships. They also have “referencing” relationships with
PROCESS objects (“referenced_by” for reverse). A
“kind_of” relationship manifests the generalization of sub-
classes into a superclass.

(2) Construction of classes: The definitions of PRODUCT
and PROCESS classes are based on the frame representation.
Details of the formal representation language can be found in
Jiao and Tseng (1999a). These classes are initialized for any
object when the object is created. To synchronize product
and production data, PRODUCT objects communicate with
PROCESS objects through “referencing” relationships. In-
versely, PROCESS objects may interact with PRODUCT ob-
jects through “referenced_by” relationships. Aggregation of
particular PROCESS objects comprises a particular opera-
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tions plan for a certain PRODUCT object at either product or
subassembly or component level.

(3) Semantic relationships: If one object has an attribute
that is a reference to another object, this means a relationship
exists between the objects. The “referencing” relationship
means that an attribute is a character string that is the unique
identification of the referenced object, or it is an address
pointer to the object. To make relationships meaningful, cer-
tain operations are needed, which are performed by sending
messages and executing methods, along with defining the se-
mantics of the relationships. Objects communicate with one
another by sending messages and receiving responses via
one-to-one correspondence.

3.6 A Prototype of Generic BOMO
Processing System

A prototype system for BOMO processing based on the
Figure 10. An example of custo
generic BOMO methodology described above has been im-
plemented using KAPPA-PC® 2.4 (Kappa-PC, 1998) as a de-
velopment tool. Two functions are necessary for a BOMO
processing system, namely the product specification func-
tion in which a product variant is merely identified by means
of parameter values and the BOMO generation function
in which a BOM and the corresponding BOO is generated
for a product variant identified by means of parameter val-
ues. In particular, if the product specification process is a
part of the order entry function for customer orders, addi-
tional support may be required to compose specifica-
tions that are both valid and suitable. Therefore, sometimes
a third process is distinguished, namely the customer specifi-
cation support process. While the product specification
process merely aims at achieving a valid specification, the
customer specification support function advises the user
(in general a salesman or customer) in the selection of param-
eter values that produce the specification of the product vari-
mer specification support.
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Figure 11. An architecture for BOMO processing and order entry systems.
ant most suitable for the user. Figure 10 shows an example
of customer specification support for souvenir clocks. Figure
11 highlights the resulting system architecture consisting of
three subsystems necessary for BOMO processing, namely
the customer specification support system (for sales), the
product specification system (for marketing), and the
BOMO generating system (for product and production engi-
neers). While Table 4 constitutes the most important element
Table 9. A specific BOM variant derive
individual custo

Hierarchy
Level Generic Item Param

1 Desk Clock (I1)
1 Paper Box (I2) Type
1 Label Sticker (I3) Patter
.2 Body (I11)
.2 Frame (I12)
..3 Hands (I111) Settin

Color
Size

..3 Dial (I112) Patter
Size

..3 Spacer (I113)

..3 Movement (I114)

..3 Screw (I115)

..3 Base (I121) Shape
Mater
Color

..3 Front Plate (I122) Shape
Mater
Color

..3 Label Sticker (I123) Patter
…4 Gear Set (I1141)
…4 Transmission (I1142) Alarm
…4 Core (I1143) Alarm
…4 Case (I1144)
…4 Cover (I1145)
of customer specification support, Table 12 shows an exam-
ple of the functional specification, and an example of the spe-
cific BOMO data is given in Tables 9 and 10. Figure 12 shows
an example of deriving specifications for an individual prod-
uct variant based on the generic BOMO. Figure 13 illustrates
how configuration constraints are depicted as IF-THEN rules
in Kappa-PC, where fuzzy rules are possible using the prior-
ity settings of the rule description.
d from the generic BOMO for an
mer order.

eters
Parameter
Value

Quantity
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1
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1
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1
1
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Table 10. Specific production job data for making the product variant of Table 9 (volume = 5).

Job #
Sequence

# Operation
Work

Center

Runtime
(min/item ×

Lot Size)
Fixture/
Setup Product (Lot Size)

Component/Material
(Quantity)

Component
Job #

100 90 Packaging & Inspection WC-A5 1.5 × 5 Souvenir Clock (1 × 5) Desk Clock (1 × 5)
Label Sticker (1 × 5)
Paper Box (1 × 5)

99
94
98

80 Kitting WC-K7 1.0 × 5

99 70 Clock Assembly WC-A4 14.0 × 5 A4-F Desk Clock (1 × 5) Hands (1 × 5)
Spacer (1 × 5)
Movement (1 × 5)
Screw (4 × 5)

N/A
N/A
96

N/A

60 Kitting WC-K6 1.0 × 5

98 70 Paper Box Preparation WC-A2 2.0 × 5 Paper Box (1 × 5) Raw Material (1 set ×5) N/A

60 Kitting WC-K4 4.5 × 5

97 50 Frame Assembly WC-A3 11.5 × 5 A3-F Frame (1 × 5) Base (1 × 5)
Front Plate (1 × 5)
Label Sticker (1 × 5)

95
95
94

40 Kitting WC-K5 1.0 × 5

96 50 Movement Assembly WC-A1 11.0 × 5 A1-F Movement (1 × 5) Gear Set (1 × 5)
Transmission (1 × 5)
Core (1 × 5)
Case (1 × 5)
Cover (1 × 5)

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

40 Kitting WC-K3 4.5 × 5

95 30 Base Fabrication WC -M11
* (12.5 + 3.0) × 5 M1-F1

* Base (1 × 5)
Front Plate (1 × 5)

Raw Material (1 set ×5) N/A

30 Front Plate Fabrication WC -M22
* (14.5 + 2.5) × 5 M2 -FS2

*

20 Kitting WC-K1 9.0 × 5

94 20 Printing WC-M3 3.0 × 2 × 5 Label Sticker (2 × 5)
Dial (1 × 5)

Raw Material (1 set ×5) N/A

10 Kitting WC-K2 2.0 × 2 × 5
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Figure 12. Generating a product variant specification.

Figure 13. An example of planning rules in Kappa-PC.
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4. Integrated Product and Production Data
Management for High-Variety Production

A generic BOMO implies two types of relationships,
namely the product-material relationship and the operation-
material relationship. While the product-material relation-
ship reveals the material requirements for making each prod-
uct variant, the operation-material relationship indicates the
logical material flow through its production process (Yeh,
1995). From these relationships, the material-resource rela-
tionship can be derived to list all products and materials to be
processed or consumed at a work center, together with the as-
sociated labor, runtime, tools, fixtures and setups. Therefore,
the coherence of material requirement planning and produc-
tion planning can be achieved, in the meantime accommodat-
ing a wide range of production variations and product variety.

(1) Engineering change control: An engineering change
usually refers to a change to the form, fit or function of a
product or part (Maull et al., 1992). For the purpose of pro-
duction management, changes must be made to the BOM file
and be managed as a part of the engineering change control
process. Failure to manage this process invariably results in
the ad hoc introduction of both new designs and design
changes, together with the inevitable deterioration in produc-
tion performance. In a situation of mass customization pro-
duction characterized by small quantities, short life cycles
and high diversity, engineering changes become more seri-
ous due to large amounts of trivial BOM changes for various
customized product variants. Based on pre-defined product
structures embedded in a generic BOMO, such engineering
changes can be effectively managed through defining a spe-
cific BOM for each individual customer order according to
different values of variety parameters. Table 9 gives an exam-
ple of defining a specific product variant for an individual
customer.

In addition, a generic BOMO object can be regarded as a
kind of pseudo product in the sense that it describes both
structure and process information of a physical product. In
order to maintain a complete object description, it is impor-
tant that the lowest-level components are attached to their
parent product. Then every change in the parent product, due
to construction changes, re-specification, change of comple-
tion date, order cancellation, etc., will also affect the sub-
components. For example, a postponement of the finishing
date for the top-level product automatically leads to a post-
ponement of the required date for all sub-components.
Ideally, any update of the generic BOMO object should result
in an identical modification of the requirement for the physi-
cal product. If components have already been produced or
purchased, the consequences of a modification should also
be informed.

Furthermore, product “individuality” may come both
from customer specifications (called planned individuality),
and from exceptions during production, an ad hoc form of in-
dividuality (Olsen and Saetre, 1997; Olsen et al., 1997). It is
important to be able to express both forms as parts of the ge-
neric BOMO object. The planned individuality is needed in
order to define which components go into a certain product
variant and to control the manufacturing process. The ad hoc
individuality ensures that the generic BOMO object acts as a
description of the actual physical product. Such “as built”
structures become important when the manufacturer,
through service programs, also takes responsibility for the
product after it has been taken over by the customer. The “as
built” structure may then be updated by service date, in order
to maintain the identity relationship between the generic
BOMO object and the physical product.

(2) Production job planning: The generic BOMO pro-
vides a planning standard according to which all reporting
formats of the conventional BOM and the routing for specific
needs can be generated. Production jobs represent the current
work to be manufactured in order to meet specific demands.
The creation of production jobs and the planning of their
variations to produce particular products can be derived from
the relevant elements of a generic BOMO with the addition
of appropriate job attributes such as operation routing, mate-
rial requirements data, batch size, due data and job se-
quences. Table 10 shows the production job data planned for
making the product variant in Table 9. In the table, compo-
nent jobs created for making intermediate products impose
job sequence constraints on the job for making their higher
level product. A job processing a higher level product cannot
start until its component jobs are completely or partially fin-
ished. Production job data forms a basis for detailed opera-
tions scheduling and shop-floor control. Their maintenance
is independent of the generic BOMO data, thus facilitating
the routine planning of producing standard or variant prod-
ucts. Jobs can be easily created to allow various batch sizes
and job attributes. This also allows for flexible manipulation
of a wide range of production variations such as re-routing,
alternatives of routing and material, tools, fixtures and set-
ups.

(3) Integrated material and capacity planning: The main
function of MRP is to determine the materials required for
production by quantity and time. From the generic BOMO, a
finite capacity-constrained production schedule can be cre-
ated. The quantity of materials required by each operation is
calculated from the job data derived from the generic BOMO
and the date required is the planned feasible start time of that
operation in the production schedule (Yeh, 1997). Aggre-
gated gross material requirement reports for a time period
and for a certain volume of end products (lot size) can be gen-
erated for each type of material required in the production
schedule (see Table 10).

Based on the generic BOMO, an integrated material and
capacity planning is feasible. This can be accomplished by
relating the time-phased, operation-associated requirements
of each item to particular work centers and by allowing pro-
duction engineers to include product and production proper-
ties such as the total component cost, assembly time, the la-
bor and overhead costs, etc. in a list of aggregates. As shown
in Table 10, the aggregate runtime for a work center can be
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Table 11. Costing data for the product variant in Tables 9 and 10 (volume = 5).

Manufacturing Costs Material Costs

Operation
Work

Center

Labor
Rate

($/hour)

Overhead
Rate

($/hour)

Runtime
(min/item ×

Lot Size)
Labor

Cost ($)
Overhead
Cost ($) Raw Material

Unit
Cost

($/item)

Quantity
Quan. per
(Volume)

Material
Cost ($)

Packaging & Inspection
Kitting

WC-A5
WC-K7

7.0
5.0

7.5
8.0

1.5 × 5
1.0 × 5

0.875
0.417

0.938
0.667

Clock Assembly
Kitting

WC-A4
WC-K6

11.0
5.0

8.5
8.0

14.0 × 5
1.0 × 5

12.83
0.417

9.917
0.667

Hands (I111)
Spacer (I113)
Screw (I115)

0.1
0.05
0.03

1 × 5
1 × 5
4 × 5

0.5
0.25
0.6

Paper Box Preparation
Kitting

WC-A2
WC-K4

5.0
5.0

5.0
8.0

2.0 × 5
4.5 × 5

0.833
1.875

0.833
3.0

Paper Box (I2) 0.3 1 × 5 1.5

Frame Assembly
Kitting

WC-A3
WC-K5

8.5
5.0

12.0
8.0

11.5 × 5
1.0 × 5

8.146
0.417

11.5
0.667

Movement Assembly
Kitting

WC-A1
WC-K3

11.0
5.0

11.0
8.0

11.0 × 5
4.5 × 5

10.083
1.875

10.083
3.0

Gear Set (I1141)
Transmission (I114)
Core (I1143)
Case (I1144)
Cover (I1145)

0.24
0.2
0.98
0.18
0.18

1 × 5
1 × 5
1 × 5
1 × 5
1 × 5

1.2
1.0
4.9
0.9
0.9

Base Fabrication
Front Plate Fabrication
Kitting

WC -M11
*

WC -M22
*

WC-K1

9.0
9.0
5.0

22.0
22.0

8.0

(12.5+3.0) × 5
(14.5+2.5) × 5

9.0 × 5

11.625
12.75

3.75

28.417
31.167

6.0

Base (I121)
Front Plate (I122)

0.25
0.32

1 × 5
1 × 5

1.25
1.6

Printing
Kitting

WC-M3
WC-K2

7.0
5.0

18.0
8.0

3.0 × 2 × 5
2.0 × 2 × 5

3.5
1.667

9.0
2.667

Dial (I112)
Label Sticker (I12)

0.4
0.05

1 × 5
2 × 5

2.0
0.5

Sub Total = 71.06 118.523 17.1
Totals = 206.683
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Table 12. An example of customer order data for the
product variant in Tables 9 and 10.

Order #: Functional Requirements:
CO-01 PaperBox.Type = Delux

LabelSticker.Pattern = HKUST
Customer Info: Hands.SettingType = Three-Hand

xxxxxxxx Hands.Color = Grey
Hands.Size = Medium

Volume: Dial.Pattern = Photo
5 Dial.Size = Medium

Base.Shape = Round
Due Date: Base.Material = Acrylic

xxxx Base.Color = Transparent
FrontPlate.Shape = Rectangular

Delivery: FrontPlate.Material = Acrylic
xxxx FrontPlate.Color = Transparent

LabelSticker.Pattern = HKUST
Description: Transmission.Alarm = Yes

xxxx Core.Alarm = Yes

Figure 14. An example of the aggregates.
determined from job data by taking into account the produc-
tion volume. This value will be passed upwards in the prod-
uct structure, i.e., to the parent component. The aggregates
(see Figure 14 for an example) are updated whenever a pa-
rameter value is specified. Aggregates are presented for each
generic part to be produced at a work center. Therefore, both
maximum and minimum values are obtained. After all vari-
ety parameters are instantiated (a product variant is speci-
fied), these values will be identical. For a number of different
line items, aggregates can also be calculated for each work
center in terms of total production time and costs so as to plan
the machine capacity.

(4) Product costing: Based on the generic BOMO, product
costing can be detailed to the production operation level. Ta-
ble 11 presents the costing data of the product variant defined
in Tables 9 and 10. In the table, the labor, overhead and mate-
rial costs are broken down to operations. For each operation
activity, the labor and overhead costs are proportional to its
consumption in terms of runtime. The associated runtime can
be determined from the production job data (Table 10). Both
unit labor and overhead costs are calculated according to a
pragmatic approach to product costing based on standard
time estimation (Jiao and Tseng, 1999b). Therefore, all
runtimes are calculated according to the standard time allo-
cation. Material costs can also be traced to the associated op-
erations according to the operation-material relationship es-
tablished in the generic BOMO.

The generic BOMO structure is ideally suited to the roll-
up technique (as opposed to the cost fold-in technique). Dur-
ing cost build-up processing utilizing the roll-up technique,
the appropriate cost elements of lower-level components are
added to the calculation of the incremental costs of the parent
(the labor and overhead unit costs of the parent). Therefore,
the accumulated cost to a specific level is available as well as
the incremental costs incurred at a specific level. This pro-
vides a basis for work-in-process (WIP) valuation, incorpo-
rating labor, overhead and materials values up to the comple-
tion of each production operation. It also facilitates the
efficient estimation in dollars by work centers or operations
in order to monitor the performance of labor and machines.

(5) Customer order processing: From a customer per-
spective, a product should be described in terms of its func-
tional requirements (Suh, 1997). In practice, various func-
tional requirements constitute the product catalog that repre-
sents the product offerings of a company for the purpose of
customer order entry. The indirect identification of product
variant by variety parameters and their values facilitates such
a representation of functional variety. Based on the generic
BOMO structure, each functional requirement can be de-
scribed by an instance of the generic item, i.e., {FR} ~
{GenericItem.Parameter = ParameterValue}. Table 12 pres-
ents an example of the functional specification of a product
variant defined in Tables 9 and 10. Since variety parameters
coherently link customer needs to the corresponding BOM
data, such a representation of the functional view of product
lines, incorporating product costing described earlier, pro-
vides a basis for rapid response to request-for-quotation
(RFQ) in customer order processing. Through variety pa-
rameters, a customer order can also be directly related to the
production job data derived from the generic BOMO. There-
fore, the generic BOMO performs as a data structure that ties
customer orders to their related BOMs and operations
routings, thus facilitating the management of customer or-
ders in their production process.

5. Discussion and Future Work

Recognizing the necessity for the unification of traditional
BOM and routing data, this research extends the generic
BOM concept, which deals with variety, yet focuses on the
product structure only, with process considerations. The pro-
posed generic BOMO emphasizes assembly-to-order prod-
ucts for which the major challenges of operations planning
lie in the relationships between diverse product variants and
the corresponding production process variations as well as
the selection of various operations alternatives with respect
to a large number of functional requirements and their com-
binations.

The construction of a generic BOMO is based on a variant,
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instead of generative, strategy. That is, both the product
structure and the operations sequence of all variants are as-
sumed to be common within a product family, thus providing
a stable enabler in BOM explosion and operations planning.
As a result, the diversity in products and processes only re-
sults from different instances of the same product and pro-
cess structures in terms of variety parameters and their val-
ues. Any changes in either product or process structures are
regarded as belonging to different product families. Such an
implication of variety underlying product families—variant
handling—also discerns the generic BOMO from traditional
tasks of process planning or assembly planning which con-
cern different individual parts or products instead of families
of variant ones.

As might be noticed, the maintenance of explosion and
planning rules by enumerating all possible combinations
would pose a major problem in practice where a large num-
ber of constraints are possible. An on-going project is to
tackle the effective management of the explosion and plan-
ning processes using the Petri-net technique based on the ob-
ject-oriented modeling of a generic BOMO.

Considering the ultimate goal of mass customization pro-
duction, a project of virtual design by customers is also moti-
vated to enhance sales and marketing by linking customer or-
der handling directly to design engineering and production
planning. The generic BOMO structure and electronic com-
merce are the kernel of this investigation.

6. Conclusions

High-variety production like mass customization is facing
the challenge of effective variety management. The shortfall
of MRPII arises from the fact that production activities re-
lated to demand, capacity and materials are planned sepa-
rately due to unintegrated product and production data. In
this paper, a generic BOMO structure is proposed to tackle
these problems. A BOMO combines both BOM and routing
contents together to reflect the flow of material through the
production process. A generic variety structure provides a
concise way to characterize variant derivation at different
levels of the structure, variety parameters, and/or parameter
values. A generic BOMO allows for flexibility in handling
relationships between materials and operations in response
to diverse customer needs, thus providing a standard data
source for synchronizing multiple perspectives on variety in
product management and production planning. The consis-
tent use of variety parameters and their values within a single
generic BOMO structure facilitates a coherent maintenance
of BOM and production job data, which allows the produc-
tion system to accommodate a wide range of product vari-
ability and production variations in practice. The object-ori-
ented modeling of generic BOMO facilitates the
identification of product/process variants through
instantiation of the generic variety structure, instead of enu-
merating millions of part numbers. To help customer order
entry and management and to improve shop-floor operations
efficiency, customer order contents are added to, and traced
within, the generic BOMO via certain sets of variety parame-
ter values. A case study for producing a wide variety of cus-
tomized souvenir clocks demonstrates the feasibility and po-
tential of the generic BOMO methodology.
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